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Abstract. A heuristic algorithm was developed to maximize compound diversity within a subset of screening plates used in high throughput screening (HTS) to initiate the drug discovery process. The approach
overcame the challenge of combinatorial explosion for selecting plate subsets with maximum compound
diversity. The method yielded novel forms of plate-based diversity subsets (PBDS) for HTS screening in
lead discovery. The algorithm, its validation and the application to our screening collection are outlined.
(doi: 10.5562/cca2301)
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INTRODUCTION
As an effective approach to lead discovery, high
throughput screening (HTS) is widely used in industry
and academia to initiate the drug discovery process.1−6
However, for large compound collections, HTS is
time-consuming and raises cost-effectiveness concerns.
In order to address this challenge, it is natural to screen
subsets of large screening collections. A subset can be
selected on the basis of target-specific,7 gene familyspecific8 or chemical diversity for wider coverage of
chemical series.9,10 Beginning in 2006, a novel form of
subset screening coined plate-based diversity screening
(PBDS) was developed and implemented in Pfizer.11
Novartis reported on similar implementations in 200712
and 2009.13 The PBDS offers a unique approach in
that the screening subset was constructed by plate
selection as opposed to cherry-picking individual
compounds.
In 2009, a second generation set, PBDS2,14 was
constructed and updated with an improved coverage of
the chemical space for Pfizer’s new and enlarged
screening file, whilst only selecting the same number of
plates for screening. This became one of the default
singleton (one compound per well) HTS subsets for lead
discovery and has been routinely used to validate assays
in Pfizer. By design, the first 100 plates of PBDS2 were

the most diverse. As a result, for various reasons, these
plates were more often favored and screened over the
entire set. Due to this uneven use of the PBDS2 set,
the supply of the first 100 plates was being quickly
depleted.
In order to further improve the cost-effectiveness
and the efficiency of our PDBS-based HTS approach, a
different strategy for the PBDS subset selection was
essential. This led to development of PDBSx. The goals
for the selection processes are:
(1) Create a series of PBDSx subsets by partitioning the singleton plates such that each of the sets
is designed to be equivalent with each other set in
terms of overall compound diversity. This allows
for rotation of subsets to screen and, therefore,
ensures more even depletion of the file in longer term
use.
(2) Ensure each of the sets is rank ordered in terms
of overall compound diversity.
To fulfill these requirements and considerations,
we defined the metric that can be used to reflect the
diversity of plates, established a novel algorithm of
combinatorial optimization for selecting or partitioning
the collections of plates, and conducted validation of the
approach and used it in the final selection of plate subsets. The detailed method is described in section 2 and
the results are discussed in section 3.
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METHODS
Significant changes and improvements to the
Pfizer HTS screening file were made in order to reduce
the file size by removing duplicate batches and eliminating replicate samples, redundant compounds and
unattractive compounds15 in considering drug/lead like
molecular properties.16−18 Plates were produced by the
Liquid Store in Pfizer. Each 16 by 24 plate contained
360 wells for test compounds, with 24 wells reserved
for controls. There were ~2.87 million compounds
in 7977 plates. Accelrys Pipeline Pilot’s ECFP4
fingerprints19,20 were used to compute compound
pairwise similarity. Though compound pairwise based
similarity has been effectively used in a wide variety
of scenarios21,22 and corresponding uses are straight
forward, it was not feasible to directly work on all of
more than 4 trillion compound pairs. Additionally
general compound clustering methods could not be
directly used for such a huge dataset. We were not
aware of any internal or published algorithms
available to be adopted directly for plate selection
to meet our needs. In this section, we introduce a stepwise heuristic algorithm to select equivalent subsets of
plates.
Metric for Diversity of Plates
There are different approaches to describing the chemical space coverage for a screening file. Novartis first
used Murcko frames and chemical fingerprints to
quantify the coverage of space in their reports of a platebase diversity selection.12,13 Pfizer used a cell-based
method to quantify the coverage in lower dimension
BCUTs23,24 chemistry space for diverse subset10 and
earlier generations of PBDS subsets.11,14 In this report,
the ECFP4 fingerprints-based similarity is used to
determine the overall diversity of the compound
collection.
On the plate level, the metrics for diversity are
defined as intra-plate similarity (Pii) for all compound
pairs within a plate (64240 pairs) and inter-plate similarity (Pij) for all compound pairs between two plates
(129600 pairs) by counting compound pairs with
Tanimoto similarity greater than 0.70. A higher cutoff value of Tanimoto similarity results in a lower
resolution to plate diversity measurement and yields a
very sparse matrix of pairwise similarity, while a lower
cut-off introduces false positive to plate diversity
measurement. Based on the study of 0.05 similarity
interval scanned on [0.60, 0.90] for a subset of 6 plates,
we chose 0.70 as the optimal Tanimoto cut-off in this
work. The ECFP4 fingerprints were calculated with
Pipeline Pilot 8.5.20
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Methods for Plate Selections
Selecting a subset of plates that minimizes the
overall compound similarity ensures a wider coverage
in terms of compound diversity. For our collection of
plates, using an exhaustive search is not feasible due to
the combinatorial explosion. For example, selecting
1300 out of 8000 plates would require searching
through more than 10500 combinations from the collection of plates. Therefore, we introduced a stepwise
method below.
The symbols used in this report are described
below:
 (1, 2, 3, …): plate index;
 (A, B, C, …): PBDSx and alternative subsets;
 P: set of entire collection of plates;

 S k Sk: set of selected subset with size k;
 VM: set of available plates (plate pool) with size
M.
A PBDSx subset is selected as:

min( Pii 
iS



i  j ; (i , j )S

Pij )

(1)

where S is the selected subset. One plate is selected at
each step for a corresponding plate subset following the
rules:
 Intra-plate diversity is given a higher priority
for selection:
(1) when a new plate is added to Sk, the plate
itself is required to be highly diverse to ensure
overall diversity for Sk+1;
(2) in each step, a subset of available plates
with the most diversity VM is created as a pool
of plates for selection.
 Inter-plates diversity is optimized by using:

min( Pij ), i  Sk

(2)

j i

 In each step, alternative sets are selected so that
diversity measures within each of the sets are
as close as possible. Therefore all alternative
sets would be equivalent with each other in
terms of overall compound diversity.
 After a plate is selected, it is removed from further consideration in the selection process.
Then a new VM is created from the available
plates for the next iteration.
Thus the process for plate selections can be described as formulas (3) which are for the first plate in
each PBDS subset and formulas (4) for following plates
to be selected to add to the subset.
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A1  min( Pij ), i VM ; j  P
j i

B1  max( Pij ), i VM ; j  SkA
j i

(3)

C1  max( Pij ), i VM ; j  SkA , j  SkB
j i

An  min( Pij ), i VM ; j  SkA
j i

(4)


Bn  max( PiA ),min( Pij ) , i VM ; j  SkB
j i
j i


where n > 1.
For the first plate of the first set, A1, an available
pool of plates, VM is defined based on intra-plate diversity. A single plate is then selected based on minimization of that plate’s similarity relative to remaining
plates. The first plate of the second set, B1, is selected
from the pool VM of plates with high intra-plate diversity, while also ensuring maximum similarity to A1. The
first plate of the third set, C1, is selected by considering
intra-plate diversity as used for A1 and B1 selections,
while ensuring a plate with maximum similarity to the
already selected sets A1 and B1.
In the subsequent steps to add a plate to set A, An
is selected from the available pool of plates (VM) with
maximum overall inter-plate diversity within the selected subset. For subsequent plates to set B, Bn is selected
from VM maximizing similarity to An and also maximizing overall inter-plate diversity for B. The selection
procedure for other alternative subsets (C, D, etc.) is the
same as that of subset B.
This plate selection algorithm is illustrated schematically in Figure 1, in which each dot represents a

Figure 1. The plates which are chosen at each of the selection
steps for perspective subset. Each dot represents a plate. The
position and distance illustrate the similarity between plate
pairs.
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plate, and the distance between dots mimics represents
the similarity measures for pairs of plates. In each step
of selections, a plate is added to a corresponding subset
(A, B, or C) so that the plate is far away or dissimilar to
the selected subset but close or similar to corresponding
plates in other subsets. This, therefore, yields equivalency for the alternative PBDS subsets in terms of compound diversity within each respective subset.
Implementation for the Methods of Plate Selections
The plate selection algorithm was implemented in
Python 2.4.3 running in Red Hat Linux version-2.16.0.
A pilot study with 5417 plates and the actual PBDSx
application with 7977 singleton plates were used for
algorithm validations, which demonstrated the algorithm outlined in 2.2 has a computational efficiency of ~
O(N2).
RESULTS
The list of 7977 screening plates available for experimental screening was obtained from the materials
management group in Pfizer as of October 2011. Each
16 × 24 plate contained up to 360 wells with 40 µL and
30 mM of compounds and 24 control positions. Information for each individual plate contained compound
identifiers mapped to well positions. The corresponding
structure information was retrieved from the Pfizer
internal compound database as SMILES strings.25,26
As described in section Metric for diversity of
plates, the metrics of plate diversity were measured by
counts of similar compound pairs for all intra- and interplate compound pairs. The distribution of plates in
terms of intra-plate similarity is shown in Figure 2. It
should be noted that about 25 % of the 7977 screening
plates were constructed with high intra-plate diversity
with the number of similar pairs less than 20, while the
rest of the plates were distributed with widely ranging
intra-plate diversity. Because of such distribution characteristics, we identified an optimal size for the set of
available plates (plate pool) VM in our optimization
process to comprise the maximal diversity and
acceptable computational demands for selecting PBDSx
subsets.
Instead of selecting a single PBDS subset as previously implemented, we decided for PBDSx to partition 7977 plates into 6 subsets with equivalent diversity
in each subset by applying the algorithm as described in
Methods. Based on the usage experience of previous
versions of PBDS and our screening capacity, the size
of 1250 ~ 1500 plates was desirable. Therefore, 6
subsets were chosen for partitioning to yield PBDSx. In
each subset, the plates were rank ordered in terms of the
total diversity of the subset with the first plate of most
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Figure 2. Histogram of the number of screening plates in
terms of intra-plate similarity measured by counts of similar
compound pairs within each plate.
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The overall diversity plots for 6 subsets at each selection step are shown in Figure 3 with different sizes of
selection pool (VM): 150, 450, 2000, and 4000. It is
demonstrated that with increasing selection pool size, all
6 subsets had a strong tendency to be more equivalent in
diversity. For pool sizes of 2000 and 4000, the diversity
variations between 6 subsets became negligible. When
the pool size reached 2000, ~ 25 % of the plates with
higher intra-plate diversity (i.e., there are less than 20
pairs having similarity greater than 0.7 as indicated in
Figure 2,) were included in the selection pool to ensure
an optimal plate selection for compound diversity. A
large size of the selection pool M was required to give
sufficient selection options to maximize the overall
diversity at each step in the selection process. Based on
the results shown in Figure 3, selection pool size of
M = 4000 was used for VM in our final optimization for
the selection of PBDSx subsets.
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Figure 3. The diversity distributions of six PBDSx subsets depend on the size of selection pool of available plates. The pool size
M are: (a) 150; (b) 450; (c) 2000; (d) 4000, and y-axis in each plot is in thousands unit.
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Figure 4. The diversity distributions of six PBDS subsets with the pool size 4000. The y-axis in each plot is in thousands unit.

Table 1. Total number of compound pairs with Tanimoto similarity greater than 0.70 for the selected six PBDS subsets
Number of plates

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

Set 4

Set 5

Set 6

50

341

335

335

332

343

340

100

1442

1441

1439

1440

1456

1456

150

3168

3163

3166

3167

3186

3187

200

5320

5316

5321

5327

5353

5351

250

7849

7851

7848

7866

7884

7892

300

10727

10722

10725

10731

10767

10767

350

13908

13910

13912

13919

13974

13955

400

17424

17358

17435

17402

17509

17458

450

21244

21134

21301

21184

21337

21268

500

25386

25208

25457

25295

25489

25379

550

29861

29639

29917

29757

29993

29822

600

34652

34398

34707

34570

34819

34615

650

39799

39538

39862

39785

40010

39791

700

45311

45089

45401

45376

45580

45325

750

51292

51131

51352

51371

51581

51312

800

57715

57597

57729

57835

58055

57783

850

64615

64609

64651

64842

65088

64766

900

72092

72205

72188

72471

72692

72309

950

80288

80537

80387

80735

80958

80549

1000

89236

89622

89379

89646

90025

89461

1050

99000

99578

99174

99396

99925

99165

1100

109887

110579

110022

110158

110869

109856

1150

121936

122691

122166

122141

122984

121882

1200

135634

136362

135672

135492

136492

135496

1250

151182

151998

151382

151096

152173

150950

1300

169943

170723

170457

169964

171403

169397

1329

186263

186609

186357

186313

187880

185734
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In Figure 4, the diversity distributions of six
PBDS subsets are plotted for each of the plate selection
steps with pool size M = 4000. For comparisons, 20
randomly selected subsets were generated from the
collection of 7977 plates. The mean diversity distribution of the 20 random subsets is also shown in Figure
4a. The same plots are zoomed-in as shown in Figure 4b
to reflect the details for early steps in plate selection.
Comparing to the random selections, our algorithm
provided optimal results in terms of compound diversity
in selected subsets. For example, the mean value of total
number of compound pairs with Tanimoto similarity
greater than 0.70 for the 6 subsets were 338 for M = 50,
25, 369 for M = 500, and 89, 562 for M = 1000, compared to the mean of random selection 3104 for M = 50,
53, 410 for M = 500, and 159, 994 for M = 1000,
respectively. This might imply that the stepwise
approach significantly lowered the possibility of
trapping in false minima in the selection process. The
total numbers of compound pairs with Tanimoto
similarity greater than 0.70 for the six selected subsets
are listed in Table 1. As illustrated in Figure 4 and Table
1, the selection algorithm outlined in this report has
been validated in comparing to the negative control of
random selection of plates.

The method outlined in this report yielded a novel,
third-generation PBDSx which has been used as one of
the standard sources of singleton-HTS-based lead discovery in Pfizer since 2011.
Acknowledgements. We gratefully acknowledge the following
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